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sent to me by 14 November 1977. ~'le propose that a fully reviewed and 
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The rUE experiment is nesitned to obtain high-resolution ultraviolet 

spectra of astronomic;:;l o~jects dmm to a f<1int limit of 'VlSm. The satellite, 

which is in an eccentric geosynchronous orbit, is in comnunication with the 

European !?,round-station (VILSPA, !!adrid) for about tvlelve hours Der day and 

with the US Rround-station continuously. 

The scientific instrument (S1) on board the satellite consists of a three

axis-stabilised 45 Cr.l filS telescope feeding t~'lO high-resolution echelle 

spectrographs which to gether cover the spectral range 115-320 nm at a 
2resolution of 'V10- nm; an alternative low-dispersion mode (resolution 'V0.6nm, 

with correspondinEly hi gher sensitivity) is available, and may be selected by 

ground command. Each spectroV'aph contains a prime and a redundant (bac1(-up) 

camera. The spectrograph optics and the Fine Error Sensors (FES - used for 

stellar acquisition and guidance) are shown schematicnlly in Fig. 1-1 and are 

described in detail elsewhere in the rUE Users' Guide (§OO.OO); the most 

important characteristics of the sr optics are summarised in Table 1-1, and 

the spectral formats for both high- and low·-dispersion modes are illustrated 

in Fig. 1-2. 

The remainder of this section of the rUE Users' Guide is concerned 

particularly with the spectrograph cameras. Their construction, operation 

and performance are discussed in sufficient detail to enable the guest 

astronomer to plan his observations most efficiently and to make the best 

use of the resulting observational data. To this end, the software image 

correction procedures and ground-station display facilities are described in 

the last two chapters of this section. Engineering details, operational 

procedures and constraints are documented in the Camera Operations Manual 

(lUE Technical Note 30). Further information on any of the topics 

discussed below may be obtained from references cited in the text and from 

documents such as the lUE System Design Report and the i!ianuals for the 

various sub-systems. 
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Table 1-1 

Optical Characteristics of the IUE Scientific Instrureent 

1. Telescope 

Confieuration: 


Primary mirror diameter: 


Effective focal ratio: 


Central obscuration: 


Image scale at focal plane: 


FES acquisition field: 


Guidance capability: 


2. Long-Wavelength Spectrograph 

Entrance apertures: 

Spectral range: 


Resolving power: 


Dispersion at cameras: 

Optical efficiency (telescope 
+ spectrograph): 

3. Short-Wavelength 	Spectrograph 

Entrance apertures: 

Spectral range: 


Resolving power: 


Dispersion at cameras: 

Optical efficiency: 

Ritchey-Chr~tien 

45 cms 

filS 

50% (linear diameter) 


30,S arc-sec/mm (32.7 ~m/arc-sec) 


16 arc-min diameter 


+0.5 arc-sec 


(i) 3 arc-sec diameter circular 
(not sh uttered) 

(ii) 10 x 20 (arc-sec)2 elliptical 

180-320 nm 

(i) High-dispe~ion mode: 1.5 x 	104 

(ii) Low-dispersion mode: 250 

(i) 	High-disper.sion mode: 0.125-0.197 
nm/mm 

(ii) Low-dispersion mode: ~6nm/mm 

4.2% at 254 nm 
0.45% at 200 nm 

(i) 3 arc-sec diameter circular 
(not 	shuttered) 


2
(ii) 10 x 20 (arc-sec) elliptical 

115-190 	nm 

4
(i) High-dispersion mode: 1 	x 10

(ii) Low-dispersion mode: 167 

(i) 	High-dispersion mode: 0.086-0.137 

nm/mm 


(ii) Low-dispersion mode: ~6nm/mm 

(telescope 	+ spectrograph): 2,2t at 19lnm 
1.7\ at 122nm 
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Fig. 1-1 Optical schematic of the IUE Scientific Instrument. 
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2. THE rUE SPECTROGRAPH CAMERAS 

The rUE television camera systems convert two-dimensional soectr~ from 

the spectrographs into video signals suitable for transmission to the 

ground stations. The cameras for long and short wavelen~th spectrographs 

are of identical construction, although certain minor differences in 

performance exist between them. Each camera sub-system i.s comprised of four 

modules. The Camera Head 110dule (CHM) contains the electro-optical detector 

components and some of the electronics such as the video head-amplifier which 

must be in close proximity to the television camera tube. The remaining 

three modules supply the rest of the camera electronic functions; these are 

briefly described in §2.3 below. The basic detector tube in the CH~ is a 

SEC television camera; as this is sensitive only to visible light, it is 

preceded by an ultraviolet-to-visible image converter. These components 

are described in the followinf, sections; further information on electro

optical low-light-level image detectors may be found in Ref. 2-1. 
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2.1 The Ultraviolet-to-Visible l lnap:e Converter (UVC) 

The UVC (ITT, type F4122) is a 40 mm diameter 9roximity-focused tube 

(Fig. 2.1-1). It has a magnesium fluoride entrance window (transparent 

down to ~115 nm) on which is dp.posited a semi-transnarent caesium telluride 

photocathode; this is highly efficient (10-20%) in the ultraviolet but 

relatively i.nsensitive to visible lip;ht (§3.1.l). The photocathode converts 

the incident ultraviolet spectrum into a correspondinp; photoelectron imap:e; 

these photoelectrons are accelerated by a hi~h electric field (5 kV across a 

1.3 mm gap) and proximity-focused onto the output phosphor screen where much 

of their energy is dissipated in the production of photons of hlue light 

(the yield at the phosphor is typically 60 photons out per photoelectron, and 

with a photocathode efficiency of ~15% the overall gain of the ~/C is ~lO 

blue photons out per ultraviolet photon in). The efficiency of the screen 

is maximised by a surface layer of alumini~m which reflects backward-emitted 

photons in the direction of the output window; this also eliminates optical 

feedback. A matt black coating over the aluminium layer minimises halation 

effects due to ultraviolet photons transmitted by thp. photocathode and 

reflected back to it. 
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Fig. 2.1-1 Schematic diagram of the u1travio1et-to-visib1e image converter. 



2.2 The SEC Television Camera Tube (Fig. 2.2-1) 

The converted image from the UVC is transferred via a fibre-optic couplin~ 

to the blue-sensitive bialkali photocathode of the SEC tube. Included in 

this fibre-optic coupling is a set of fiducial marks - a square array of 

13 x 13 opaaue areas each 100 ~m square and (2.0 + 0.005) mm apart - which. 
provides a geometrical reference for the evaluation of the spectra 

{Fig. 2.2-2}. 

The photoelectron image generated at the SEC tube's photocathode is 

accelerated through the electrostatically-focused image section onto the 

target. The tarRet (Ref. 2··2) consists of a low-density porous l<'lvp.r of potassium 

chloride (~lO~m thick) supported by an aluminium oxide membrane (~50nm thick) 

and hacked by a thin aluminium signal plate. Some fraction of the enerp,y of 

each photoelectron is expended in the production of several secondary 

electrons in the potassium chloride; these are swept towards the signal 

plate by a 12V bias across the target (this process is terMed Secondary 

Electron Conduction - SEC) leavin~ a multiplied positive charge image on the 

target. The secondary electron gain (positive charges on target per incident 

photoelectron) is a function of the incident electron energy; at the highest 

voltaRe setting "MAXG" (~6.1 kV) the gain is ~50 whilst at the lower settings 

"HEDG" (~4 kV) and "MING" (~3.2 kV) the gain is reduced to ~15 and '1,5 

respectively. The gain process in the SEC target is initially linear but 

has a saturating characteristic (§3.1.2). Because of the highly insulatin~ 

nature of the target, an image may be intep,rated and stored for many hours; 

there is no detectable reciprocity failure. 

The readout section of the camera tube is similar to that of a standard 

magnetically-focused vidicon, although its .operation is somewhat different 

in that the beam is deflected digitally to scan a raster of 768 x 768 pixels 

(picture elements) in 37~m steps across the image.* At each pixel, the 

*In the VICAR image-processing syst~~ (§S), pixel positions are referred to 

by their "line" and "sample" numbers. As viewed on any of the display 

systems, line 1 (the first line to be read out) is at the top of the picture 

and line 768 is at the botto~. Along each line, the sample address increases 

from 1 at the left to 768 at the right. Note that this convention is 

different from that used by the engineers (defined in Camera Operations Manual, 

IUE Technical Note 30). 
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read beam is pulsed on by the "Gl modulator" for 6us, after allowinp, time 

for the deflection amplifiers to settle. The beam recharges the target, 

giving rise to an output video pulse corresDonding to the positive charp;e 

on the target at that pixel. The analogue video signal, after pulse

shaping and amplification, is digitised into one of 256 discrete levels 

(referred to as digital data number or DN tmits) hy an S--bi t analogue-to

digital converter. Two head-amplifier gain settings (HI and LO) are 

available; the HI setting has three times the gain of the LO settin~ and 

may be used to reduce the dieitisation error for low-level signals. 
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2.3 Electronics 

A camera sub-system is shown in block-diagram form in ri~. 2.3-1. Low 

voltar-e power supplies from the spacecraft are routed through the Camera 

Supply Interface Module (CSIM). The Camera Electronics Module (CEM) 

contains most of the electrode supplies for the SEC tube together with focus, 

d~flection and alignment drives for the coil assembly. High voltages for 

the UVC and SEC tube image section are ,g;enerated locally in the CHM. 

Other important constituents of the system electronics are the video si~al 

chain and comprehensive status monitoring; the outputs from both of these 

functions are routed to the spacecraft telemetry system. The various 

camera operational modes and readout scan parameters are controlled by 

information from the Scan Control Logic (SCL) which is part of the Experiment 

Electronics Assembly (EEA). 
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Fig. 2.3-1 Block diagram of rUE camera sub-system. 
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2.4 	 Camera Operating Sequences 

Camera operating sequences are controlled by mode commands issued by the 

ground-station computer in response to keyboard procedure calls. Each 

operational mode may have one nr more parameters which may be selected by 

the guest astronomer (§4). Any active mode is entered from and concluded 

by entry to the STANDBY mode. The normal image sequence (active modes 

only) is: 

PREPARE 

EXPOSE 

READ 

The modes 	 are described below. 

Note (i) 	It is generally only possible to operate with a single camera in 

any active mode at anyone time. 

(ii) 	There are certain operational situations which are either hazardous 

to the cameras or undesirable in that they may result in bad data 

and waste valuable observing time. The astronomer must be guided 

by the advice of ground station staff; the latter are the only 

persons authorised to enter procedure calls. Hazardous modes 

are fully documented in the Camera Operations Manual (IUE Technical 

Note 30). 

2.4.1 STANDBY mode 

The STANDBY mode is an indefinitely safe, power-conserving mode, into which 

a camera is configured immediately on switch-on and at all times when it is 

not in one of the active modes. 

2.4.2 EXPOSE mode 

An image may be integrated on the SEC target in this mode where UVC and 

SEC image section high voltages are on (the readout section of the SEC tube 

is off). 

Exposure time, SEC image section gain (MAXG, MEDG or MING) , spectrograph 

mode (wavelength range, entrance aperture, dispersion) and light source 

(stellar spectrum or on-board source such as wavelength calibration lamp or 

UV floodlamp) may be selected by the astronomer according to the needs of the 

observation. 
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Exposure tiMes controlled by the on-board computer are repronucible to 

better than O.ls; however, the finite rise and fall times of the high voltape 

supplies mean that absolute exposure times have an uncertainty of '\,(). 5s. 

Exposures of less than a few seconds' duration are not therefore recommenoed, 

except for "quick-look" purposes. 

A possible operational hazard in this mode is over-exposure (§3.6). 

2.4.3 READ mode 

In this mode, the stored charp:e image is read out from the SEC target as 

described above in §2.1. The readout section of the SEC tube is active, 

whilst the image section and the UVC are off. The astronomer mav select HI 

or LO head-amplifier gain. In certain exceotional circumstances, other 

variations may be permitted. These are: 

Scan 	format other than 768 x 768 pixels. 

Pixel 	rate other than standard soacecraft telemetry rate. 

Pixel 	size other than standard. 

The telemetered video data are recorded on disc and then on ma~etic taoe 

at the ~ound station. The image is available for quick-look analysis (§6) 

within five minutes of completion of the ru~AD operation. 

2.4.4 	 PREPARE SEQUENCE 

A PREPARE operation is carried out before each EXPOSE in order to erase 

all trace of previous images, and to provide a reproducible low-noise pedestal 

or baseline on which the new image will be superimposen. Several PRF.PARE 

sequences are available; essentially, they all consist of pre-programmed 

sequences of exposures to the tungsten floodlamps followed hy READ scans. 

The options are: 

(i) 	Normal PREPARE ("SPREP"), sui table for the majority of observations 

(Operation time ~lOm). 

(H) 	Fast PREPARE ("FPREP"), for quick-look images and exposure time 

trials, where image quality is of secondary importance. 

(Operation time ~3m). 

(iii) 	Low-noise PREPARE ("LNPRF.P"), for faint ohjects where highest si~al

to-noise ratio is the most important consideration. 

(Operation time ~15m). 

I, 

r 

(iv) 	High-level PREPARE ("XPRF.P"), designed to be used following severely 

over-exposed imllges, and to precede SPREP or LNP~F.P where these alone I, 
!would 	not provide sufficient erasure. TN 31/1 
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3. CA~1ERA PERFORMANCE 

3.1 Sensitivity 

The overall sensitivi ty of the rUE cameras is defined by the product 


of the photocathode quantum efficiency (QE) of the ultraviolet-to-visible 


converter (UVe) and the photoelectron sensitivity (S) of the rest of the 


system. Note that QE is wavelength-dependent whilst S is a wavelength-


independent quantity. 


3.1.1 Quantum efficiency 

The primary detection process in the rUE cameras involves the conversion 

of incident ultraviolet photons to photoelectrons by the uve's caesium 

telluride ohotocathode. The QE (strictly speakin~, the responsive quantum 

efficiency) of a photocathode is defined as the ratio of the number of 

photoelectrons produced to the number of incident photons. 

QE is a function of the wavelength of the incident li~ht; a typical 

spectral response for the IUE cameras is illustrated in Fig. 3.1-1. Peak 

QE is in the region of 0.2 over a large part of the useful spectral range. 

A notable feature of the spectral response curve is the dip centered on 

150 nm; this is caused by pair-production energy loss procE~sses in the photo

cathode (Ref. 3-1). At wavelengths shorter than l15nm, QE is limited bv the falling 

transmission of the magnesium fluoride camera faceplate. Good rejection of 

long-wavelength scattered light beyond about 320 nm is provided by the 

steeply descending QE characteristic in this region; there is, however, a 
3tail of residual sensitivity (QE < 10- ) extending out to fairly lonp: 

wavelengths in the visible (in fact, the 400 + 500 nm response is important, 

because the tungsten filament floodlamps in the spectro~aph emit virtually 

no ultraviolet radiation). 

6 -1Because of the high electric field in the uve (3.85 x 10 V m ), the OE 

is considerably greater than in low-field devices using the same type of 

photocathode. This enhancement effect is particularly apparent in the 

threshold region around 300 + 330 nm, and on the short-wavelength side of the 

QE dip between 120 and 140 nm (Ref. 3-2). 

Variations of QE across the image area do exist in the rUE cameras, but 

are fairly small, typically less than +5%. Such variations, which are 

generally slow functions of position, are corrected usinp. the image calibration 

files in software. 
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Typical spectral response (photocathode quantum efficiency as 
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3.1.2 Photoelectron sensitivity and intensity transfer function OTF) 

The response of a camera to photoelectrons produced at the photocathode 

of the UVC is non-linear at hi~h signal levels. This is due to saturation 

effects in thE! storage of charge in the SEC target (the UVC is a linear 

devi.ce) . Slif,ht non-linearity at low signal levels is also occasionally 

apparent (this may arise from incorrect settin~s of operating parameters or 

from small drifts in the oedestal level on which images are superimposed). 

The relation he tween the output from the video chain and the number of 

input ohotoelectrons is known as the intensity transfer function (ITF) 

(Fig. 3.1-2). This varies from pixel to pixel ("fixed-pattern noise"), and 

its correct ion is an important element of data reduction. The ITF Y.1ay be 

formally expressed by the following equation: 

ON = A.I (n, G , G ) + DN ( 1)c s 0 

where ON = digitised output signal from the video chain. 

ON = "null" level, 1.. e. the output signal for zero exposure (note that 
o 

thH null level varies somewhat with position in the image). 

n = number of incident UVC photoelectrons per pixel (pixel area = 
1.3 x 10-3mm2). 

A = video chain sensitivity with head-amplifier in LO ~ain 

(= 0.0014 DN per electron read out from the tar~et). Note that 

with head-amplifier in HI fain, the sensitivity is 3A. 

G = coupled electron gain of UVC and SEC, i.e. number of photoelectrons
c 

produced at SEC photocathode for each UVC photoelectron. (This is 

not strongly dependent on position in the image, but is a function 

of UVC voltage; the latter is normally fixed at: 5 kV and G is 
c 

then typically equal to 6). 

G = low-signal gain of SEC target, i.e. the number of stored charges
s 

produced per incident photoelectron (on the linear part of the 

ITF curve). This is a function of the SEC image section voltage 

during EXPOSE and varies typically from 5 at MING to 15 at MEDG 

and. 50 at MAXG. It is also a function of image position and of 

the operating parqrneters used for PREPARE and READ. 

I(n, G G) is a non-linear function of (n, G , G ). This function is c s c s 

strongly dependent on image position. 
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At low to medium signal levels, the ITF is linear and: 

I (n, G , G ) ;:::;:; n. G . G 	 (2) 
c s c S 

Equation (1) then reduces to: 

ON - ON = n.S 
o 

where S 	= A.G • G • 
c s 

S(expressed in ON per photoelectron per pixel) is termed the photoelectron 

sensitivity of the camera; its magnitude is given by the gradient of the 

broken lines in Fig. 3.1-2. The sensitivity is a fairly stronp- function 

of position in the image, both on a pixel-to-pixel scale (due to structure 

in the SEC target) and on a large scale (believed to be due to asymmetries 

in the construction of the SEC tube or coil assembly). A t~ical sensitivity 

map across the face of a camera is shown as a contour plot in Fi~. 3.1-3. 

Sensitivi ties (ON per photoelectron pE~r pixel) are tabulated below for 

the four cameras. The figures apply for EXPOSE with SEC MAXG and READ with LO 

gain. The sensitivities are lower by factors of ~3 and ~10 respectively at 

MEDG and MING, and are three times hipher with REAO in HI ~ain. 

Camera serial no.Spectrograph position Sensitivity ( S)l 
-	 i

' . _ ) I Long.... ). primE~ 06 10.25 
. ~ 

.---. !0.3507Long-). redundant 
~ 

0.35 	 ). ~ -.;... r 

.' 1 

08Short-). prime 

09 0.25 < . ....Short-). redundant 

\ 
05(Flight spare) 0.45 \ 

These photoelectron sensitivities should be multiplied by the QE at the I 
wavelength of interest in order to obtain the overall camera sensitivity in 

ON per photon per pixel. Note however that it will generally be more useful I 
to consider the QE as part of the wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the 	 I . 
whole system (telescope/spectrograph/photocathode) and to treat the wavelenp.th

independent but intensity-dependent photoelectron sensitivity seraratelv 

(see §.. ). 
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Fig. 3.1-2 	 Intensity transfer function (ITF) for the image centre and the 
positions of maximum and minimum sensitivity, for the short
wavelength prime camera (SEC MEDG. READ in 1.0 gain). 
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Fig. 3.1-3 	 Map of sensitivity variations across the imaRe (short-wavelength 
prime camera. SEC MF.DG). Contours are labelled in units of DN 
per 100 photoelectrons. X marks the locations of the points for 
which ITFs are plotted in Fig. 3.1-2. 



3.2 Si~al-to-Noise Ratio and Dynamic Ran~e 

Sensitivity alone is insufficient to define the accuracy with which a 

spectral feature may be measured; one must also consider the noise in the 

image (Ref. 3-3). The fundamental limit of accuracy is set by the quantum 

statistics of the photons incident on the detector. Any real detector 

falls short of this limit. In the lUE cameras, noise is dependent upon 

such parameters as SEC target gain, signal level, type of PREPARE sequence, 

and wavelength; further, it varies somewhat from one camera to another. 

Unless otherwise stated, signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) will be defined as 

signal amplitude to RMS noise ratio after photometric correction 

("ITF correction"). As ITF correction (§5. 5) removes fixed-pattern noise, 

SIN is a measure of the random noise in an image and in the ITF table. SIN 

is shown as a function of SEC target gain (HAXG, MEDG or MING) and head

amplifier gain in READ (HI or LO) for the centre of the image in Fig. 3.2-1. 

The curves have been terminated once the signal in the lower left quadrant 

of the image reaches the telemetry limit (255 DN). The SEC MING setting 

is useful for objects which are too bright for MEDG or MAXG (§4). Use of 

HI gain on the head amplifier during READ decreases digitisation errors by 

a factor of 3. For weak signals, this can increase SIN by 10% to 15% for 

some cameras. However, dynamic range is thereby reduced and this may 

offset the advantage of slightly improved SIN. 

In Fig. 3.2-2 the variation of SIN over the image area for MEDG is shown. 

A "flat-field" input (a uniform monochromatic beam of light) at 253.7 nm was 

used, and the exposure level was about 60% of full scale. 

In Figs 3.2-3 and 3.2-4, SIN for the four flight cameras and for the 

prime spare (05) is compared at SEC l1AXG and MEDG. The four flight cameras 

have similar performance. 

SIN varies over the image area but the central parts of the pictures, 

used for Figs 3.2-3 and 3.2-4,give representative values for the mean SIN 

in an image. 

The dynamic range (the range of input signals for which the SIN is greater 

than or equal to a given value) is listed for the central part of each 

camera in Table 5.2-1 for the values SIN ) 10 and SIN ~ 25 (the figures apply 

for a spectral element of 3 x 3 pixels). 
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The random noise in a spectral image after ITF correction (oR) is a 

combination of the random noise in the ITF table (oR T) and the random , 
noise in the spectrum (OR,S): 

(1)= + 

, 
Averaging n images decreases the random noise in the avera~ed image by n ~. 

The ITF calibration files are, at present, built up from sin~le images; 

averaging more than 2 or 3 spectra is therefore a waste of time as OR can 

never be lower than OR T and, for the same exposure level, OR S ~ OR T' , , , 

, 
Avera~ing P pixels in a single ima~e does not decrease noise bv p? because 

(i) the image of each detected photon is spread out over several pixels (§3.3) 

and photon noise in adjacent pixels is correlated (averaging 3 x 3 pixels 

decreases noise at low and medium exposure levels bv typically a factor of 

2.0 to 2.5), and (ii) due to the destructive nature of the readout process 

from the SEC target, read beam pointin~ errors give rise to noise which is 

anticorrelated between adjacent pixels; anticorrelated errors cancel when 
l 

pixels are averaged and noise decreases as pOI after averaping P pixels. For 

high exposure levels, averaging 3 x 3 pixels improves SIN by a factor of 

3 to 5. 

As a consequence of the software correction for geometrical distortion 

(§§3.4 and 5.4), signal is redistributed and noise is smeared out over 

adjacent pixels. SIN increases after averaging over an area of N x M 

pixels by: 

(2) 

Here, the first: term describes the classical square-root behaviour of random 


noise, and the second term the geometrical smearing process. Formula (2) 


gives an increase in SIN per single pixel of 50% through geometrical effects 


alone, and per resolution element (3*3 pixels) by a factor of 3.38. 


Formula (2) does not incorporate pixel-to-pixel correlation or anti-correlation 


of noise, and it therefore overestimates the SIN increase for N*M < 9. 

'" 
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Table 3.2-1 


Dynamic Range for SIN ~reater than 10 and 25 


Dynamic range for SIN I,SEC targetCamera Slot gain setting ) 10 ) 25 
\ 

~ 

05 MAXG 17:1 3.5:1- ,, 
25:1 6.2:1MEDG 

: 
06 LWP 6.8:1 2.4:1MAXG 

,,MEDG 13:1 4.0:1 

-07 LWR MAXG -
4.4:1 I 

tMEDG 28:1 

SWP MAXG -08 -
5,9:121:1MEDG 

09 SWR MAXG - -
15:1 4.6: 1 ~MEDG 

I 
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Sample number 
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Fig. 3.2-2 	 Variation of signal-to-noise ratio per resolution element over 
the image area (Camera 04, Prepare sequence TPREP. ~60% flat 
Held exposure (254- nm) at SEC MEDG). 
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Fig. 3.2-3 	 Signal-to-noi~e ratio as a function of exposure level (254 nm 

photons per 3*3 pixel resolution elerr.ent) at SEC MAXG for five 
cameras. Prepare sequence TPREP. 
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3.3 Resolution 

The resolution of the IUE Scientific Instrument is determined by the 

combination of the camera resolution, discussed here, and the imaR;ing 

quality of the optics (§OO.OO). 

The carr~ra point spread function (PSF), is determined by convolution of 

the PSF of the UVC with that of the SEC tube. The result is a camera PSF 

wi th a narrow, nearly gaussian core and a weak long range 'tail' due to halation. 

The full width at half maximum (FWHH) of the core and the amount of halation 

depend ~ainly upon wavelength, position in the image and SEC target gain; in 

addition, theI~ are small variations from camera to camera. In Fip;. 3.3-1, 

two NTFs are shown together wi th the central re~ions of the corresponding 

PSFs. (Modulation transfer function (MTf) is a measure of the resolution 

performance of the system as a function of spatial frequency; it is related 

by a Fourier transform to the line spread function and by a Hankel transform 

to the PSf). The image centre is reDresentati ve of regions of good 

resolution; minimum resolution is reached in the bottom left area of the 

image. The very fast drop in the MTF at low spatial frequencies is due to 

halation; its magnitude is about 20% in the examples shown. 

3.3.1 The central core of the PSF 

The central core of the camera PSF may be described by a gaussian having 

a fWHM of between 2 and 5 pixels, depending upon image position, wavelength, 

etc. The form of the wavelength dependence (Ref. 3-3) is illustrated in 

Fig. 3.3-2. There is a pronounced drop in resolution starting at ~240 nm, 

reaching a minimum at 170 nm, and then increasing towards still shorter 

wavelengths. The initial drop is caused by the increasing energy of the 

photoelectrons released from the Cs Te photocathode by photons of increasinp.2
energy; at the shorter wavelengths «170 nm), significant numbers of 

photoelectrons lose energy by pair production (Ref. 3-1; see also §3.1.1) 

and resolution improves again. The FWHM of the psr can increase by up to 

40% on going from 254 nm to 170 nm; at 122 nm, the resolution recovers and 

the fWHM is typically only 10% larger than at 254 nm. 
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3.3.3 Astronomical imolications 

The influence of the 'gaussian' core of the i:1 3tr!l IT''''nJ:a l i' - ;- .:.n 

astronomical data is well knc\.m, and analysis of na rrow soc.:: t:rr.tl. ii,-,es frem 

rUE data will eventually result in a table of r~JH~ as d f'Jnc tlGil 8f posi tier. 

and wavelength and, if necessary, SEC tube fain. 

Halation in the imap,es influences especially sharp nar~ow j in~s. Part 

of the line intensity is scattered allover the irrap;e ancl, as the faint Ii ,_, 

wings are invariably lost in the noise, the equivalent width will be system2.~ 

tically too low. For a narrow, sharp interstellar line at 121.5 nm, exn os e,·j 

at MEDG and in a region of the ina[':e having Eood resolution. the effect is 

small - perhaps 5% ot" less - but at 25'3.6 nn, us in~ HAXG and in a r~R _ion or 

lower resolution, the equivalent width can be perhaps 20 to uO% under

estimated. Due to the ranid fall-off in halatio:l intensity ',Ii to rl i stance. 

the under-estimation of equivalent wiclth is ~uc~ Ipss for llro,'l.rier lines < 
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Fig. 3.3-1 	 Point spread functions (upper) and modulation transfer functions 
(lower) for centre of image and at half-radius. (TPREP, SEC 
HAXG. ~ : 254 nm). 
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Fig. 3.3-3 	 Typical variation of resolution over the image area. (Contours 
of equal percentage modulation at 4.5 cyc/mm. TPREP. SEC MAXG. 
). = 254 nm). 
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The SEC image section electron optics give best resolution at the image 

centre; there is also an imorovement in resolution (particularly at the 

image edges) with increasing EHT; the FWHM of the PSF decreases by a 

maximum of 15% between MING and MAXG. Further asymmetric position-dependent 

effects, producing reduced resolution in the lower left area of the image, 

arise in the readout section of the SEC tube. Variation of modulation at 

4.5 cyc/mm over the image area (for illumination at 254 mr, exoosed at t1AXG) 

is shown in Fig. 3.3-3. 

3.3.2 Halation 

The strength of the tail of the PSF decreases with decreasing wavelength 

and with decreasing SEC tube gain. At 254 nm and ~AXG, r.alation at the image 

centre amounts typically to 20% of the total energy, the UVC and the SF.C tube 

contributing roughly 10% each. 

Scattering of UV photons inside the UVC causes 7 to 8% halation at 254 nm 

and, at most, 1 or 2% at 122 nm. Electron backscattering from the anti 

halation layer is responsible for a few percent halation; this latter process 

has a relatively short range, limited to 2.6 mm. Other scatterin~ processes 

in the UVC, e.g. multiple reflections in the Mf,F faceplate, are neglirible
2 

compared to the two mechanisms discussed above. 

Representative values for halation in the SEC' tube (at the image centre) 

are 8 to 10% at MAXG, 4 to 7% at MEDG and a very few per cent at MING. 

Halation in the SEC tube is position-dependent, and in regions of good or bad 

resolution, the halation can be a factor of 2 to 3 better or wors~ than the 

centre values listed above. 

Figs. 3.3-4 and 3.3-5 show modulation at 0.5 cyc/mm for 254 nm and 122 nm 


respectively. 


With the exception of the component due to electron backscattering in the 


UVC, halation intensity d€!creases approximately as the square of the distance 


from the source. 


Typical halation perform~ce is illustrated in Figs 3.3-4 and 3.3-5 which 

show modulation at 0.5 cyc/mm for 254 nm and 122 nm respectively. 
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3.4 Geometrical Distortion 

UncorrectE~d images from the rUE cameras exhibit a small amount of image 

distortion (typically 2% of radial distance); this consists of a pincushion 

comoonent from the SEC image section electron ootics and an S-distortion 

component from the magnetically-focused readout section. There is also a 

slight change in image scale across boundaries distant 115 and 250 pixels 

from the centre line of the image in both sample and line scan directions 

(this is due to the method used for keeping the scanning electron beam in 

focus across the whole image area during READ); the scale change results 

in some distortion (a line crossing the bounda~, other than normally chan~es 

direction) and also a slight change in signal level. All of these effects 

are corrected by the image processing software. 

Each camera also shows ~5 fault lines due to shear dislocations in the 

fibre-ootic output faceplate of the UVC. The image on one side of a shear 

line may be displaced by a maximum of 50 ~m with respect to the other side. 

As these defects are highly localised and few in number, they can only 

interfere with data in a very few spectral elements. 

There arE! also some intensity-dependent changes of image Q'eometry; these 

are CC'l.Used by "beam-pulling" effects in the readout section of the SEC tube 

(local charge variations on the SF.C target produce electric fields which 

sli~htly deflect the read beam on its approach to the target). The 

magnitude of such image shifts can be of the order of 1 pixel between 

extremes of intensity. To reduce wavelength-determination errors due to 

this effect, it is necessary to use a reference soectrum (from the wavelen~th 

calihration lamp) exposed to approximately the same level in the spectral 

region of interest. 
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3.5 Background 

In addition to a small contribution from the sky, there are several other 

sources of background (increase in output signal in the absence of input 

photons) intrinsic to the IUE camera system and its environment. These 

are considered below. 

3.5.1 Dark emission from the UVC and SEC photocathodes 

Electrons from this source, mostly thermionic in origin, are indistinguish

able from signal photoelectrons. The dark current from the Cs 2Te photo

cathode of the UVC at 100C is typically 1 ~ 4 electrons/cm 
2 
/sec 

-
(1 + 4 x 10-5 

electrons/pixel/sec) (Ref. 3-2), whilst that for the bialkali photocathode 

of the SEC tube is typically 10 electrons/cm
2 
/sec. These result in a 

typical background signal of 0.5 ~ 1.5 DN per hour's exposure, for a camera 

operating at SEC MAXG and with LO head-amplifier gain. Thermionic emission 

is temperature-dependent, and the background would be expected to decrease by 

a factor of 2 on reducing the environmental temperature from +lOoC to OOC. 

3.5.2 Particle radiation 

The radiation environment of the IUE orbit consists largely of electrons with 

a steeply decreasing spectrum in the energy range 0 + 3 MeV. The radiation 

shielding (~lgm/cm2 of aluminium) provided for the experiment cannot prevent 

the penetration of all particles, and the radiation which does oenetrate to 

the cameras causes interference in the form of an increased background level. 

The magnitude of this background is strongly dependent upon orbital position 

because of the shape of the earth's radiation belts. Because of several.. 

uncertainties, accurate predictions of the radiation-induced background cannot 

be made, and the information given below is a best estimate from the data 

available. Detailed measurements of camera background as a function of 

orbital position will be made as part of the post-launch calibration of the 

IUE scientific instrument. 

Experiments have shown that 90% of the background is due to the production 


of Cerenkov photons in the MgF faceplate of the camera, whilst the remaining
2 

10% is due to direct stimulation of the P-ll phosphor in the UVC. The noise 


and uniformity of the backgr~und are similar to those obtained for an exposure 


to light producing the same mean output signal level. 
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The estimated background signal (expressed in DN per minute's exnosure 

time at SEC MAXG) for the prime cameras as a function of orbital position 

is given in Fig. 3.5-1; for the redundant cameras, the background is expected 

to be less by some 40%. It can be seen that the radiation-induced background 

problem is most severe for two or three hours on either side of perigee and, 

in this region, observations may perhaps be limited to low dispersion or to 

comparatively bright objects at high dispersion. 

3.5.3 Random bright spots 

Long exposures usually show a number of small bright spots in the image. 

These occur randomly in time and in positi.on in the image, and their incidence 

is typically 30 per hour's exposure. They originate in the UVC and are 

caused by radioactive disintegrations in the phosphor. The spots are often 

so bright as to produce a saturated output (especially when operating at SEC 

P.AXG and with HI head-amplifier gain). Because they originate downstream 

of most of the resolution-degrading optical and electro-optical elements in 

the system, those spots which happen to fall within echelle orders may be 

readily distinguished from emission lines; the spot profiles are sharp and 

their full intensity is generally contained within two pixels. 

3.5.4 UVC phosphorescence 

In common with most fluorescent emitters, the P-ll phosphor in the UVC 

also exhibits phosphorescence, i.e. emission of light after the excitation 

(by UVC photoelectrons) has ceased. Under normal circumstances, the flood-

lamp exposures during the PREPARE sequence are the most intense exposures 

experienced by the cameras, and the principal contribution to the 

phosphorescence component of background is the integrated effect of the 

phosphorescence arising from the PREPARE sequence; occasionally, one may 

also need to consider the phosphorescence arising from heavily over-exposed 

regions of the spectrum in a previous image. 

Phosphorescence intensity (It - expressed as an equivalent photon input 

to the UVC) has a power-law dependence on time t after excitation, of the 

form: 

It = k E t-
n 

where k is a constant and E 1s the integrated intensity of the exciting 

exposure (e>eposure time assumed short compared with t); the index n is 

typically ~.75. 
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Measured values of nand k (for t in seconds) are as follows: 

Camera Slot k n 

4 0.72 I. 06 LWP 11. 2 x 10
4 

0.77I07 LWR I 2.9 x 10
I -4 

0.78 I8 SWP 1 8 x 10. 

~ -4
09 SWR 0.701 •0 x 10

__-L__________~____~ 

The magnitude of the effect is such that the phosphorescence from the PREPARE 

sequence will yield a signal of "'1 DN in an hour's exposure at SEC ~AXG 

(LO gain READ). A similar signal level would be obtained from a four-times 

over-exposed previous image; thus, in the case of very heavily over-exposed 

previous images, there may be significant contamination of the succeeding 

image. 
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3.6 Over-Exnosure 

A signal output of 205 DN in the La head-amplifier gain mode is 	considered 
5to constitute a full siVlal.; at a tarp;et charge level of 1.45 x 10 electrons 

per pixel, this corresponds to the onset of si~ificant saturation of the ITF. 

The upper limit of the telemetry system is 255 DN, and no photometric 

information is available for regions of spectra which are over-exposed beyond 

this level. 

In certain observin~ situations it will be necessary to over-expose parts 

of an image in order to study faint features in other areas of the spectrum. 

There are some limitations on this imposed by considerations of camera safety 

and of data integrity. 

3.6.1 Camera safety 

The exposure level of the brightest part of the spectrum must not be 

allowed to exceed 1000 times that gi vinEr a full signal. Larger exposures 

may cause permanent damage to the SEC tarv,et. 

3.6.2 Data :i.ntegrity 

Data quality can be significantly affected by over-exnosure in three 

different ways: 

(i) 	 Halation effects. Halation (§3.3.0) causes image spread in the region 

of over-exposed features and an increase in the general background 

level of the image; this results in information loss (lower SIN) for 

faint spectral features. 

(ii) 	 UVC phosphorescence (§3.5.4). A heavy over-exposure causes appreciable 

excitation of the UVC phosphor; the subsequent phosphorescence results 

in contamination·of succeeding images. 

(iii) 	Residual images on SEC target. The normal PREPARE sequences 

(SPREP, LNPREP and FPREP - §2.4.4) adequately erase images up to 

moderate levels of over-exposure. Heavy over-exposures (greater 

than 00 x full signal but below the threshold for target damage) 

leave fairly nersistent residual images on the SEC target; these 

normally decay away after several image operations. The SEC target 
, 

recovery process can be greatly accelerated by the use of XPREP 

following the READ of a heavily over-exposed ima~. and preceding 

whichever PREPARE sequence is to be used for the next image. 
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3.7 	 Image Imperfections 

Apart from the fiducial marks (§2.2), there are several other artefacts 

appearing on unprocessed lUE imagery; nearly all of them disappear after 

image processing (§5). Most of these have already been discussed, but 

for completeness they are all listed here together. 

(i) 	 SEC target blemishes. These appear as small bright spots in the 

image. They are fixed in position, very sharply defined, and 

generally saturated in intensity (255 ON). There are less than 

fi ve such blemishes on any of the cameras. Like fiducial marks, 

their only effect on data is to obscure a very small fraction of the 

image area. Another type of blemish is caused by local variations 

in target gain~ this is removed in ITF correction (§5.5). 

(ii) 	 Fibre-optic "chickenwire effect". A faint square mesh pattern is 

visible on flat field images. This is caused by the square bundle 

construction of the lNC's output fibre-optic window. It is 

completely removed by ITF correction (§5.5L 

(iii) 	Fault lines caused by dislocations in the UVC fibre-optic output (§3.4). 

These are not visible on flat field images, but only on spectra. As 

they are very localised, they do not interfere with data in more than 

one or two spectral elements (whose positions are known). 

(iv) 	 Sensitivity steps at 115 and 250 pixels from the centre lines of the 

image (§ 3.4) . Removed by rTF correction. 

(v) 	 Random bright spots (§3.5.3). Readily identifiable. 

(vi) 	 DAC error lines. Observed only when FPREP (the fast PREPARE sequence 

for quick-look images - §2.4.4) is used. The lines are slightly 

curved, approximately vertical, and arise from the inability of the 

deflection digital-to-analogue converters to cope with the fast 

scanning employed in this PREPARE sequence. 
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Efficient use of the IUE ohservatcl'j requires advance preparation based 

on an understanr:lin;:s of the options a"3.ilable and their effects on data 

quality and observdtion time. The reasons for selection of several of 

these options will be clear whilst others will be less immediately obvious. 
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4.1 	 Available Ootions 

The options available to the astronomer are listed below. (Note that 

there are certain additional commandable parameters which are adjusted 

infrequently by ground-station personnel only in order to 'tune-up' camera 

performance). Those options marked with an asterisk* may only be exercised 

by a r,uest astronomer under special circumstances; normally, no variation 

from the standard settings will be permitted (note that even when non

standard options are permitted, the resulting operating modes will be 

uncalibrated) • 

(i) *Epoch of observation 

(ii) Spectrograph (long- or short-wavelength) 

(iii) Entrance aperture (small or large) 

(iv) Dispersion (HI or LO) 

(v) :':Camera (pri me or redundant) 

(vi) Prepare sequence (SPREP, FPREP or LNPREP) 

(vii) SEC camera tube gain in EXPOSE (MAXG, MEDG or MING) 

(viii) Exposure time (and exposure meter option) 

(ix) Video head-amplifier gain in READ (HI or LO) 

(x) 1cPixel stepping interval (xl, x2, x3 or x4) in READ 

(xi) :':READ scan format (normally 768 x 768 pixels) 

For some observations, the choice of settings will be fairly straight

forward; thus, an observation of a very faint object may require the low

noise Prepare sequence (LNPREP) followed by exposure at SEC MAXG using the 

LO-dispersion mode of the spectrograph. For a bright source, where exposure 

time is not a problem, exposure at SEC MEDG will yield higher SIN, i.e. 

higher photometric accuracy. Most observations will, however, require that 

a compromise be made between sensitivity, SIN, dynamic range, etc. The 

dependence of these quantities on the several operating parameters is some

what complicated. The basic performance characteristics of the IUE cameras 

have teen described in §3. After more detailed consideration of the 

available options (§4.2 below), guidelines are given for selecting those 

most appropriate for a particular observational situation (§4.3). 
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4.2.1 	 .Epoch of observation a:ld schectulin;~ 

The UT (Uni versal Tirr,~ ) at which an obse!'vation is made ..... ill often be of 

no importance, and it is anticipated that only certain types of observation 

,.... ill require it to be specii'ied (~xamples include occultcJ.tions or exposures 

synchronised to a particular phase of a periodic variable). Schedulin8 

such operations may present difficulties; in addition to the problem of 

accommodating the sor.:eti~es j,mtually exclusive wants of different guest 

observers, there are certain other restrictions. The most important of 

these are the satellite pointin8 constraints; these are dealt '.li th in 

detail elsewhere (§OO.OO), but ray be summarised as: 

45 0(1) 	 The satellite must not be pointed within of the sun (normally, 

the satellite will be orientated with the tip of the telescope 

sunshade rolled towards the sun - this may impose an acditional 

limitation on the position angle of the larGe spectro~raph aperture 

in cases where it is desired to obtain information about spatial 

variations across an object). The principal sun-angle constraint 

is imposed by the ~per limit on stray light entering the spectror;raph; 

various other constraints (sun sensor, shading of solar arrays, 

thermal) must also be cansidered. It must be borne in TTlind that even 

at moderate sun-angles or earth-angles (see below), sky background! 

scattered liGht effects may be high enough to prevent the use of 

fainter guide stars. Targets in low ecliptic latitudes may not be 

observable for up to 90 days per year. 

(ii) 	 The earth constraint depends upon the sun-earth relative angle and 

orbital position of the satellite. The ear.th constraint may vary 

in extent between ~500 diameter and a full hemisphere. 

(iii) 	The minimum moon-angle is likely to be 20 to 25 0 
; as the moon moves 

~13° per day, this constraint (for a particular object) will only 

last for 3 to 4 days per month. 

Computer programmes have been developed which take account of all the 

constraints, and display them for the whole sky and/or for a particular set 

of targets. ' 
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The choice of long- or short-Havei.ength spectrograph (Have length ranf,es 

given in Table 1-1) Hill normally bl3 clear cut. If it is only desired to 

examine spectral features in the overlap region of the ~~O spectro~raphs, 

it may be preferable to select the short-Havelength spectro~raph because of 

its higher optical efficiency and lower echelle order overlap in this region. 

4.2.3 	 Entranc~ anerture and disD~rsion 

When Horkin~ at HI dispersion, the small aperture will nor~ally be used 

and the large aperture Hill be closed. When high spectral resolution is 

not requ~red and/or when the object is ' too faint to give a usable signal in 

HI dispersion, the LO dispersion option will be selected, In LO dispersion, 

the system sensitivity is approximately 60 times increased (althoug~ obviously 

at correspondingly reduced spectral resolution), Because the telescone 

point spread function extends over more than 3 arc sec, the throu~hput of 

the system can be further increased by using the large entrance aperture 

(with a 'point' object, the signal/sky background ratio wi.ll decrease; with 

an extended object, some spatial information becomes available). ~lote that 

Hhen the large aperture is used, the small aperture is also open; in this 

case, an extended object may yield two parallel spectra (one through each 

aperture). 

4.2.4 	 Camera 

The general policy with regard to the use of prime and redundant ca~eras 

is to operate with only one of these and to avoid switching from one to 

another. Normally, calibration files will be held only for the ca~era in 

current use. In certain exceptional circumstances, the alternative ca~era 

might be used. Relevant considerations include: 

(i) 	 Spectral features obscured by fiducial marks ('\,~% of the image area) 

on one camera will generally be observable using the alternative camera. 

The positions of fiducial marks (or target blemishes) are tabulated for 

each camera. and are indicated on spectral data plots. 

(ii) 	 The redundant cameras are 40% less sensitive to radiation induced back


ground (§3.5.2), and it may be advantageous to use the redundant cameras 


in high-radiation regions of the IUE orbit • 


.(iii) 	In the short wavelength spectrograph. slightly higher optical transmission 

at short wavelengths « 160 nm) is achieved with the prime camera because 

of the absence of the camera Re1ect mirror. 
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In order t o f'l a),e the mos t efficient use of the Il: ~ observatory, it is 

worthwhile to arri ve at a compromise between ph ot o~etric accuracy and obs e ~vatio~ 

time, depen din g u?on the type of obj~ c t be inB studie d. A large part of t h ~ 

overhead tirr:e in obt ainil~.c; an ima [':e is incurre d ~y tnePREPARE sequence. 'I:-Ie 

standard sequ :;nce ( S? ?£P) takes '\.10 minut es, and y ields adequate S/U for t h '2 

majority of S~'2ct~~ (s~e Sl.2). !;r!"~e :,e th0 ult i:-:-:"- t e in s~Clll-si ;::;n a.l 

detectabili ty is requi~e d , the Im.. -noise sequence (LlIPREP) should be used. 

This results in a n ir:?ro·,re r:.ent in SIN for small signals of oogo, at t he cost 

of an increase of '\.5 ninute s in the o verhead tir2; as e xposures to faint 

objects will b e l ong in any case, the increa sed overhead time will not be a 

serious penalty. It sh ould be note d that deta iled calibration data will not 

be available f or imagery us inF, LNP REP; hO'.-lever, provided that a null exposu~e 

(§3.1. 2) usinf': Lij? REP is 0.1so available, .ohotQ~etric correction can be carried 

out Hith negli 8ible error usinZ the ITF calibra t i ons applicable to SPREP. 

Where image quality is of secondary importance, e.g. for exposure time 

determination or for verifying the presen ce of a particular spectral :-e ature, 

the fast sequence (fPREP) may be used. This takes only '\.3 minutes; it Drovi~es 

eood erasure of previous ima~es but, because of the fast beam scanning method, 

leaves DAC error lines (§3.7) on the imaf,e. This is not a disadvantage for 

quick-look purposes, but means that acc urate photometry ca nnot be carried out. 

The use of XPREP after a heavily over-exposed image (and before any further 


image procedure) may be the responsibility of wound-station personnel. 


4.2.6 SEC caIT:era tube fain 

Both sensitivity (§3.l.2) and S/N (§3.2) of the cameras depend upon the SEC 

target gain in EXPOSE. At the upper setting (MAXG), a particular signal level 

may be reached in minimum time ('\.1/3 of that at /'IEDG, and 1/10 of that at IH}IG); 

however, as may be seen from Fig. 3.2-1, the maximum S/N achievable at l1AXG 

(S/N ~35 for a resolution element of 3 x 3 pixels) is less than the max 

ultimate attainable at MEDG with a longer exposure time (SIN ~50).
. ~x 

5
For very faint objects, where exposure levels of 10 photons per resolution 

element cannot be achieved in reasonable exposure times (up to ~l~ hours),it 

is normally not Horth going to MEDG and exposing for several hours to obtain 

the improved SIN, An important additional consideration here is the influence 
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or r\:IQ~at:LG;J.-induccd backV'0und (§3.5.2); as the noise in this will be 

effectively added to that of the wanted siVlal (thus reducine; the ultimate 

achievable S/U), it will gei1erally bias the choice of gain setting towards 

MAXG rather than MIDG. 

Where the flux from spectral features of interest in the object exceeds 
5

"'10 photons per resolution element in fTluch less th3n an hour, it Hill 

generally be profitable to use the r'!EDG setting, thus giving hip.;her ultimate 

SIN at optimum exoosure and a somewhat larr,er dynamic ranr,e (T~ble 3.2-1) 

within which a particul~r SIN or photometric accuracy is achieved. 

At MIl~G, the SIN performance 2.S a function of input signal is slif,ht ly 

worse than at MEDG. However, tHNG is useful for verj bright objects 

( flux greater than "'10
4 photons per resolution elerr:ent per second 

requiring only a fe".... seconds exposure at t1AXG) as they can be given a long~r, 

and therefore several times more accurate, exposure time than at ~lEDG or ~lAXG. 

It should be noted that halation is slightly less at the 10Her gain 

settings (i.e. the wings of the PSF are reduced in intensity) although the 

PSF core is slightly increased in size; this consideration Iliay be of 

importance for sensitive measurements of equivalent width. 

4.2.7 Exposure tiMe 

The duration of an exposure may be commanded from zero 	upHards as an 

The longest use fulintegral number of seconds, or in minutes and seconds. 


exposure time, in the region of several hours, is set by the maximum tolerable 


background level (radiation-induced, scattered light, etc.) and hy schedulin~ 


and pointing constraints. As pointed out in §2.4.2, it is inadvisable to 


use short exposures «25s) for photometry accurate to better than 2%, 


because of the uncertainty in exposure time of ~O. 5s due to the finite rise


and fall-times of the camera EHT supplies. Whilst this uncertainty can, 


in principle, be absolutely calibrated, there is a second effect to be considered; 


there is also a very slight change of focus and image scale Hhen the EHTs are 


changing. Thus, it will normally be necessary to choose a 10Her SEC gain 


It is possible thatsetting with a correspondingly increased exposure time. 

other techniques for shuttering short exposures may be developed; these 

include (i) using the sun shutter and (ii) driftinp, the star at a controlled 

rate across the spectrograph entrance aperture. 
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The exposure time must obviously be chosen so that spectral features of 

interest are neither driven into saturation (approaching or exceedinr.; the 

255 DN limit nor of such low signal lAvel as to yield inadequate S/~. Over

exposure must all-lays be guarded ap;ainst (see HARUnlG in §3.6.1). 

For maximum photo~etric accuracy, the exposure tilTip. should be chosen 

(using Fi8S. 3.3-3 and 3.3-4) so that the desired oarts of the spectrum reach 

as nearly as possible the level at which optinum SIN is achieved. In 

practice, it ·.... i 11 be necessary to use a conpro:nise value to accom:noda te the 

range of ir.tensities of the different spectral features; it must also be 

remembered that the sensi ti vi ty and S/!~ pel'forr.ance of the caT:1eras and ths 

efficiency of t~e spectrograph are all ft.:nctions of i:n2.ge 1)osi tion/ilavelen;:: th. 

It may frequently prove necessary to obtain more than one im3~e for adequate 

exposure of different parts of the spectru~. 

Where it is ;"lot possible to make a reasonable esti::'ate of exposure tirr.e 

based on prior knowledge of the object under study, it will often be useful 

to obtain a trial image using the fast PREPARE sequence (FPP~P). For Most 

objects, the trial exposure will typically be of a fel.,. T:1inutes duration at 

SEC MAXG, followed by a LO-gain READ; for bri~ht objects, however, trial 

exposures should be shorter and should be made at MING to avoid any risk of 

over-exposure. The resulting trial image will then be examined using the 

EDS (§6.l.l) and the correct exposure time calClllated from the signal level 

of the features of interest. (Note that for sifTIal levels up to 

~l50 + 200 DN, it will be sufficiently accurate to assume that the ITF 

(§3.l.2) is linear. It is important to remember that the sipnal level 

obtained from the raw image usinp: the EDS is superimposed on the null level 

(~20 DN, depending upon camera and position in the image); this must be 

taken into account when computing an exposure time from the results of a 

trial exposure.) 

The effective exposure time depends upon the guidance accuracy of the 

IUE telescope, especially when the small spectrograph aperture is in use. 

An optional t exposure meter' facility (COHPX) has been desirrned Hhich (using 

the OBC) compensates the exposure time for any time during vThich FES data 

show that the star has drifted out of the entrance aperture. Use of this 

option is described elsewhere (§OO. 00) • 
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r! _4.2.8 ~amrlifier aa1n 

The HI head-amplifier r-ain setti~g yields a three tiMes smaller 

digitisation error for signal levels up to one third of the LO-gain full-

scale. As di~itisation noise is only one compo~ent of the total syster. ncise, 

the improvement in SIN for small signals using HI sain is fairly small 

(see Fig. 3.2-1). If the signal level (includin8 the n:J11 level) from a 

very faint source is unlikely to exceed 85 DN in LO gain, there Hill be sC:-.e 

advantage in going to HI ~ain. In r.ost cases, hOHever, it ~ill be prefer2~le 

to expose to a hi gher signal level in order to maximise the S/~l, and then ~.O 

gain must be selected. 

4.2.9 Pixel size, scan format and teler":try rate 

The pixel size, or pixel stepping interval, is normally set at x 1 

(i.e. 37 ~m referred to the carr.era input). The READ beam can also be stepped 

at 2, 3 or 4 times this interval in both sample and line directions with a 

corresponding saving in scan time. Whilst this facility is of lise for 

certain camera testinG work, it is unlike ly to be required for o);servations 

of spectra because (i) resolution is reduced, (ii) the physical size of the 

read beam is such that not all the charge in the enlarf,ed pixel can be read 

out, (iii) the ITF shape is completely changed and the mode is therefore 

uncalibrated. 

The standard READ scan format is a square 768 x 768 pixel raster which 

completely over-scans the circular SEC target. It is possible to read out 

only a smaller rectangular area at more or less any position on the tarr,et. 

This may, however, be a hazardous operation and there is no real advantn~e 

in performing a partial READ except a possible small saving in scan time when 

it is required to examine only one small portion of the spectrum. Note also 

that there will be edge effects which will result in inaccurate data at distances 

of up to ~5 pixels from the edges of a reduced scan format. 

The pixel stepping rate during PREPARE and READ is locked to the telemetry 


rate and therefore, in order to minimise operation times, the fastest rate 


available (40 kbs) will generally be used. This Hill certainly apply for all 


PREPARE sequences, and for all READs of images when hir;hlY accurate photometry 


is not essential. As the analogue-to-digital conversion accuracy for the 


video data is slightly degraded at the 40 kbs rate, it may be worthwhile to 


switch to 20 kbs when particularly high quality data are required. 
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4.3 Classes of Obs~rvation and Settine of Ooer~tional Par~~eters 

From the precedinr, section (§4.2), it should already be fairly clear how 

to determine the correct operating parameters for a given observation. The 

choice of spcctropraph (§4.2.2) should be made first. Table 4.3-1 

sum~arises the ?rincipal cateeories of observation, their requirements in 

terms of system performance, and the operational parameters wl1ich should be 

selected accordingly. i:ietermination of the correct exposure time then fo110',IS 

as in §4.2.7. 
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Table 4. ~ 


Classes of Observation ~nd Settin( of Onerational Para~~ters 


lass of observation Perrormi3.n:::e requirements Operational settings 

. Accurate measure-
i.\ent of strong 
sources. 

l·laxim'...lm sin and dynamic. 
ranse. High spectral 
resolution. 

SPREP, SEC :'~DGt READ LO. Short 
exoosure tir;;e. (Use tHUG if the 
object is very bri ~ht). Use small 
entrance aperture, unless absolute 
photorr.etry reCluired. 

. Accurate n;easure
rr.en t of medium-
strength sources. 

As above SPREP, SEC ~'Lf)G , Pl:AD LO. 
Exposure ti:.'e may be long; , 
will then be preferable. 

and r~AXG 

I. General r.easure
"-ent of medium-
strength sources. 

As above, but slight ly 
reduced 5/:1 acceptable. 

SPREP, SEC I!AXG, READ LO. 

~ . r:etection of Heak 
SO'Jrces at high 
dispersion. 

~.laxiJi1ise s/a for small 
si21als. r·linir.lise 
baCKground. 

LNPREP, SEC ~'~AXG t ?LAD LO. Long 
exposure tir.e. (Use READ III if 
85 DN level will not be reached with 
long exposure a:1d READ LO). Avoid 
part of orbit within 2 or 3 hours of 
perigee. 

) . Measurement of 
weak (e.r,. extra
galactic) sources. 

LOll spectral resolution 
and increased sensitivity. 
Adeq'Jate SIN. 

LO dispersion. 
READ LO. Long 

SPREP, SEC lMXG, 
exnosure tiMe. 

) . Detection of 
sources at limit 
of lUE sensitivity. 

Low spectral resolution 
and increased sensitivity. 
Haximise SIN for small 
signals. 
Hinimise background. 

LO dispersion. L?I'PREP, SEC r-1AXG, 
READ L0. Long eXDosure time. 
LO dispersion. ( Use READ HI if 
85 DN level will not be reached with 
long exposure and ~AD LO) • Avoid 
part of orbit within 3 hours of 
perigee. 

I . Trial image to 
dei:ermine correct 
exposure time. 

Minimise time. FPREP, SEC HAXG, READ LO. Few 
minutes' exposure. (HING and short 
exposure if object known to be 
bright). 
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4.4 Calibrat ion I ~~ res 

For ~any types of observation, the guest astronomer will not ne ed to 

obta in any adc': t :tcnal co. libration images, as the rTf calibrations for the 

tV/o car::eras in Cllrr~nt :.;-:; c will be regularly uDd3ted by ruE project staff. 

Wh en non-sta ndard camera se ttings are used, or when there are special require

ments on the a ccuracy of i~3 £e data extraction, the astronomer may need to 

tdk e additi onal i~3~es (the additional time required for obtaining these 

extra imaF,es must not be for~otten). 

Ex~mrles of additional date which mi~~t be required include: 

(i) 	 for i mproved accuracy wavelength determination: wavelen gth-calibration 

lamp images expose d to the same level as the stellar feature beinF, 

measured (this may also require the spacecraft to be at the same 

attitude relative to the sun because of thermal considerations. 

(ii) 	 for morc accurate geoi!:etric correction: a flat field image (using UV 

floodlamp) e x?osed ~ith the spacecraft at the same sun-angle. 

(iii) 	for improved photoGctry (perhaps depending on length of time since 

last calibration, or with non-standard settings): a null and one or more 

flat-field images; stellar standard(s). 
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5. HlAGE PPOCESSIHG SO FT:IAP£ 

The rUE cameras ctenart significantly from the ide2l of uniforl'l , lin~ar, 

distortion-free , ~hoto'l-n{)ise-limited detectors. The main points to be 

consider2d, as discussed in §3, are: 

(i) 	 Geometrical distortion. 

(ii ) Non-linear and non-uniform photometric response. 

(iii ) Resolution degradat ion. 

(iv) Image iffiperfections, periodic noise, particle radiation back?round. 

(v) 	 Wavelength-dependent variations in transmis sion of antics and 

camera sensitivity. 

In order to produce accurate rr:easurenents of ultraviolet flux as a function 

of wavelength, it is necessary to carry out several sequential ilT'age processinl:': 

operations. A block diagr.am of the IUE Spectral Irr.age Processip-~ SystelT' 

(IUESIPS) is sho'~ in fig. 5-1. 
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The softHare system lUESIFS is based on tl~e Je t Propulsion L:.t:>ratorv' s 

VICAR system and hus been developed at GSrC and at the [lry ?leto:1 Loboratory 

(Ref. 5-1). IUESIPS rur.s in parallel Hi th, out is C1ui tc SeDi:ra.te from, 

the spacecraft control co~puter system. 

and stored on disc at the gro~nd station. The si~nal is di~itised to 8-bit 

accuracy; each pixel is t hus represe:1ted by a data numhe~ (D~) heb1een 0 2nd 

7.55. IUESIPS is used to execute a nU!'1Dr'! r of sofh!are ti:! SKS cn the stol'ed 

data by calling a. sequence of iTi'3~e processing ?ror:r2ms. Thi s is done in a 

high level irrage j)"L'ocessiniS L:in;:uare (VT~I.:l) wh: ch normaEy refl..uires only 

one line of text ocr program call. The systenl is interactive, so 

interm~diate results can be checked before proceedinf and, if necessa~/, 

changes can be made. The rollmlinp;: is an examDle of the const:::,uction of a 

processing task which applies ~eo~etric and photometric correction to an 

image and then plots the result: 

E, GE011, IN, A, (1,1,768,758), GPARMI 


E, nCOR, A, 13, (1,1,758,768), FPARA11 


E, IUEPLOT, B, :", (1, 1, 768, 768), PLOT 


Here, E denotes the execution of the programs GEGr·r, FICOR and rUEPLOT. 

IN is the initial image, A is an intermediate and B is the final image. 

The size of each input image is given· in parentheses and this is followed 

by the parameters required for each program, e.g. fiducial mark positions in 

GPARAH and the name of the rTF table in FPARAI1. If the plot ShOHS imap;e B 

to be properly corrected, it will be used for further software processing, 

e.g. extraction of echelle orders. In a complete processinG task, extra 

operations are, of course, required for such purposes as accessing calibration 

files or writing the final corr~cted spectrum on tape. 
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Disloc2tio~s in an i, \;j "~ an:~ caused by occasional teler:.etry dropouts 

(missing minor frames of c2.ta). Softwar~ sche~es piec~ to~ether the valid 

minor frar:.cs of ~atd fn t~ei~ correct ima~e positions. 
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5.3 Periodic Noise R0moval 

In order to remove periodic nai~e, the down-link d~ta stream must first 

be reconstructed in time, by saking allo~~nc~ for ~~e fact that tho image 

is transmitted as 48 pi:~ls of i na ~e infor~ation alte0latinc with 16 words 

of spacecraft enKineerin~ data. After t he fata stream has been t emporally 

reconstructed, it is Fourier transfor~ed and a po~er spectrum is ohtained. 

The noise frequencies a~ identified by inspe ction of the power snectrum 

and are re~oved from the transfor~2d data. Finally, an inverse transform 

is taken and the Gaps containin~ the sp3c~craft data arg closed. The 

resultant image is free frem periodic noise. 
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Geo~~trical dis to!'tion in tC!c~ IUE imap;~s is measured by reference to th8 

fiducial lnai."ks (§2. 2 dna Fip,. 2.2-2). These are locaLect by the programs to 

an accuracy of at least 0,5 pixel, and usually two or three tir:es better in 

a flat-field ir,lorn.. Correction for fi xed-pattern noise, \,i th significant 

pixcl-to-pixel variations, r2quires a positional accuracy of at least 

0.5 pi.xel in tn~ \.~ .i:::.: l:or:-:ion r.~3SUl."e; ;)ent ~ a geometrical el'ror of one pixel 

is sufficient to l.'educe S/ll by a factor of "-'2 in th~ photometrically 

corrected image. 

The fiducial marks are locOlted us in:; a matrix correlat::'on technique. 

The ~easured positions are fitted by third de~ee polynonials uSlng a least 

squares rr.,-;thod. Alonrr, a line in the imare there are beTIleen 8 and 13 

fiducial marks, while only four are needed for the determination of a 

polynol7lial. This redundancy is used to improve the accuracy of the 

fiducial Mark position determination and/or to fill in the positions of 

'~issin~' fiducial marks. In spectral imares, it is sometimes difficult 

to locate a sufficient nu~)er of fiducial marks for geometric correction; 

an observer may then need to obtain a flat field i~age (using the UV flood

lamp) under identical circumstances and at the same mean exposure level as 

the spectrum. The set of fiducial mark positions determined from the flat 

field then defines the geometry of the spectrum. 

Once the positions of the marks in the distorted imar,e are known, the 

image is geometrically corrected using a piecevrise bilinear transformation 

which brings the observed fiducial marks back onto a perfectly square grid. 

This procedure is carried out at an early stage of image processing, so that 

spectra and calibration tables are brou~ht to a common frame of reference. 
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5.5 Photo;retric Co;' ~>~cL':' Grl 

The response of -t:i\l~ IUE C{l,i:~ (' ~!S 1S nen-linear 2:1d the sensitivity is 

dependent upon position in the i~=~~ (§3.1.2). Be ci1lJs'2 of the presence 

of sMall-::;cale fixed-[l<J.tt p. l'n noi.s .~, !2hotc:'"e tric cor:.:'ect:ion must be done r::n 

a pixel-by-pixel blSis. 

it is possible to S~D3rate the flux-de?Qn ~ent and the wavclength-decende~t 

parts of:::Le plh:..tc r.e tl'lc cor:: ~ct io;1 Pl'OCE:SS . ?hot o~~c: tric correct ion 

converts the measured signal at each nixel to equivalent flux at 253.7 n~ 

incident on the cam~ra, by interpola tion (lin~ ar or quadratic) in the 

intenslty tra!1sfer function (IT]:' ) : ",,-l:l le:;. The systc~ sensitivity correct ion 

part of the correct i_on ( fo t' (jV( o·~e.nt Ui:l e ~~ fi c~ C!n cy and spectro;rraph optice.l 

efficiency) . 

The rTF tables contain chout 11) ')oint5 per pixel or '\-6 x 10
6 

byt(;s Del' 

table. As compilation, construsticn tlnd stor3 ge of ITF tables is a 

considerable bur~en on the avai 12ble facilities, only six tables are 

regularly updated and available fer stan~ rd data processing. These si~ 

tables cO;>lprise three 2<lch (at the SEC ;'\AXG, VEDG and :!IlIG settinp,s) for a 

single short-wavelen g th camera and a sinrle lon f- wave length camera; they 

apply only for use with SPREP and LO gain in READ (fo:' READ in HI .r,ain, rTf 

correction may be carri~d out using a factor of 3 to correct for the 

increased head-amplifier ~ain). The rTF tables are Dot valid f0r images 

taken with FPREP or LNPR..SP, al thoue:h they Hill not be t.:oo inaccurate with 

the latter. 

Each data point in an ITF table is built up from n images; the rando~ , 
noise in the table isi:hus n 2 times the ran dom noise in a sinp;le flat field 

image (§3.2). 

The spectra of the high priority tarf':ets, the first IUE observations, 

will be analysed using the ground-based calibratioD data. Later, the rTF 

calibrations will be up-elated using exposures to the on-boA.rd UV floodlar.:ps. 
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Um:ante d b,::;cx;:::roc:nd contributions, ori~inatinc in the caTTleras or radiatio71

induced, 2re r~:coved 'Jsing calibr<3tion imar;es tCl: :en under appropriate 

circuIT's tances . 
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~!ost image imperfections (33.7) (e.g. the sensitivit~,. steps occllrrinp: at 

115 and 250 pixels from the :; _ :~i1~e centre, shadinp;, fihre-ontic "chicken-'.Iire" 

effect) disappear after photom0tric correction. 

There exists a progr·am for removal of fidud al TCll~ks Leor!'! f~.2. t field 

imap-es; hC'....ever, it is not used for removing; fidt!cial l~arks fr()[~ snectra. 
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At present, ,10 restoration of resolution through sofD-Iare techniques is 

planned. Typical point spread functions are available to the astronomer 

(see also §3.3). 
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The pr'og r'arn FAVECAL is applied to a calihrdtio:l s~~ctrt.::'l from the 

I'lctvelength Calibration lallp, in order to deri're precise dis:'0Y'sion 

constants. These latter aY'e used fo;::, wavelc:".p;th r.~t~r;-,iJ'Cition in scp.ctral 

• 
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5.10 ixtraction of Soectra from Corrected Ima~es 
[ 

Spectral interlsi ty de-::ermination is carried out using a program (DATEXT) 

which calculates the integrated intensity in a pscu~o-slit which is passed 

along each echelle order, thereby c!'eating a table of I(A), Additional 

procra~~2S sort ~he data and produce a plot of I vs. \. 
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The I V"" . ), C2t2 can te CO .'Th, ~ e d .for Gr (:~r oV·2r1i1p/sc~tterp.d lirht 

usini3 r "::! aSUO''':'2rt:::; of the int r~L-- o ~'cc:r intensi t:y. The corr'~ction requires 

that th0 s::O '2c::~'}=- intr;;-isity dat ,:1 h~ re-ar~(ln ::'~0 in their oO'i~in3.1 tHO

di r::? n:;i. c :l 3. 1 " <: :-.::: 1.1;; fo r" :-~l t. 
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5.12 Sky ilackuround Removal 

This is car~i e d out in the sa~e way as background rc~val, usin g a s ky

back~und cal:'iJ l'ation imaEe. 
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5.13 System Sensitivi~7 Correcticn 

The calcu.L.l~ed fh;. >-:es are corrected for the wavelenr;t~-depende:lt 

COJ;"IJonents \..);: t;,e SJ::'': '2r:1 sensitivity (optical efficic!1c} dnd CiJr~~ra 

quantun effici"';1cj'). The sy::;tem sensi ti vi ty is det~rr::ined using ste11,::jr 

st:lndards fc~ ·,:\-.ic:, 3~:olutely calibrated spectra exist. ( Initially, 

system sensi tivi ty c2ta "Ii 11 be derived from f,round-based measure<'1ents.) 
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5-1. D A Klinglesmi th and E Dunford, in "Ima8e Processing Techn5 ques in 

Astronomy", Reidel, Dordrecht, pp 135-139 (1975).
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6.1 	 Il:'1cW::: Di801:.;1 

6.1.1 The HJE E ;<D" rirr. (~nt Disnlav Svstem ([DS) 

The EDS contains a C010U1' cathode ray rube (CRT) controlled by a mini

compu tel.'. Two c0~olcte images may be stored on disc, and either onc of 

them may be displayed in black-and-white or in false colour on the CRT. 

A joystick-controlled cursor may be used to specifj image coordinates to 

the computer., The capabilities of the EDS include: 

(i) 	 Display one of two stored ima8es. 

(ii) 	 Display histo~ra~ of DN values of a full or partial irage. 

(iii) 	Chan ge the intensity transfer function in any of eight different 

ways (e.g. CRT brightness proportional to intensity or log intensity, 

look at low-intensity features on expanded scale). 

(iv) 	 Alter the pseudocolour representation of DN values. 

(v) 	 Display an intensity plot of DN values along a line be~Heen any two 

points in the image. 

(vi) 	 Expand portions of an image up to nine times. 

(vii) 	Translate portions of an image in both x and y. 

6. 1. 2 Pho tm1ri te 

The Optronics PLotowrite system is used to produce photographic film 

images from data stored on magnetic tape. The digital signals from the 

tape are converted to an analogue current; this modulates the brightness 

of a light emitting diode which is raster scanned relative to the film. 

Films are processed automatically and photometric reproducibility from one 

film to another is very good. Dimensional accuracy is excellent; the image 

scale is usually 100 ~m or 200 ~m per pixel. 
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Control of the IUE Scientific Instr'l:~ent (S1) is e A~rc ised from a keyboard 

and CPT screen at the ground station. A procedure n ,~ rr.e with appropriate 

arzuMents is typed in at the keyboard to initiate and carry out the re~uire d 

camera operation. ~'1e statGr:1ents of the prou: durE ~e~erate the appropriate 

spacecraft commands In the correct order and 1{ith the correct timinR to se t 

camera voltage levels, 51 mechanisms, telemEtry for~at, lanps, etc., safely 

as required. The camera control function is complE:x and requires 

simultaneous monitoring of many channels of information. A cOr:1pact display 

has been developed for this purpose. 

The Camera Operational Display fills a CRT screen and is divided into 

six s2ctions: 

(i) CRT Header and Procedure execution status (2 lines) (PROC) 

(ii) Status of the Scientific Instrument (7 lines) (SISTAT) 

(iii) Out of limits display for the four cameras (6 lines) (tALIMSTAT) 

(iv) The status of the camera being curL'ently commanded (4 lines) (CA1IST t\T) 

(v) Last keyboard entry line. (1 line) 

(i) 	 The header serves to provide the computer system status (idle or 

active) and UT. The procedure execution status is Riven by the name 

of the procedure being used and the last statement in this procedure 

that was exe~uted; this is updated every four seconds and shows the 

progression through a procedure. A telemetry frame counter shows 

data is being received by the ground station. 

(ii) The scientific instrument status section bcludes: 

current image number for each camera, 


power and operational mode status for each camera, 


status of all lamps and spectrograph and camera ~alibration, 


status of mechanisms relating to choice of dispersion (HIlLa), 


camera (prime/redundant) and aperture (large aperture open/closed), 


Fine Error Sensor operating mode. 


An important piece of information relating to cameras is the time remaining 

in EXPOSE or READ mode. This is essential for the timely initialisation of 

the procedur4~s required in carrying out a sequence of exposures and 

observations. 

The choice of spectrograph is not displayed as this 1.S decided by Hhich 

spectrograph entrance aperture the star is manoeuvred to. 
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(iii ) The out of limit section displays the camera parameters bein~ 

checked and ',oJhether each [)arameter is above, wi thin or below limits. 

Each parameter is identified by a position in one of the lines of 

the table. This position can hold one of four characters (. ~ H L) 

s i r(T1ifying limit is not being checked 

* - limit is bein~ checked and is within li~its 

H limit is being checked and is above hi ph~ r 
limit 

L - limit is being checked and is belo~ t~e 
lower limit. 

In the event of any H's or L's apDearing 1n the display, other C~T 

displays Hill be used to identify and determine the value of the out 

of limits parameter. There may also be an audible alarm generated 

when any parar.eter goes out of limits. 

(iv) 	 This section contains housekeepinp; data for the C"3.rr.e!'a under current 

procedure control. It displays the camera operating volta~es and 

currents in engineering units, and the commanded and telernetered scan 

paramp.ters. 

(v) 	 This line is entered by the observer and is for his comments. 
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CEM 

CHt1 

CRT 

CSH1 

DAC 

DN 

EDS 

EEA 

EHT 

FES 

FHHM 

GSFC 

ITF 

IUE 

lUESIPS 

LWL 

LVIP 

LHR 

MAXG 

MEDG 

MING 

MTF 

OBC 

PSF 

QE 

RMS 

SCL 

SEC 

SIN 

SWL 

SWP 

SWR 

UCL 

UT 

UV 

UVC 

VICAR 

VILSPA 

Camera Electronics Module 

Camera Head Module 

Ci1thode Ray Tube 

Camera Supply Interface Module 

Digital to Analogue Converter 

Data Numbe~ (digitised output sisnal of camera) 

Experiment Display System 

Experirr.ent Electronics Assembly 

Extra High Tension (voltages> lkV) 

Fine Error Sensor 

Full Hidth at Half Haximum 

Goddard Space Flight Center 

Intensity Transfer Function 

International Ultraviolet Explorer 

IUE Spectral Image Processing System 

L()ng Wavelength 

Long Wavelength Prime camera 

Long Wavelength Redundant camera 

Maximum gain setting of the SEC tube 

Medium gain setting of the SEC tube 

Hinimum gain setting of the SEC tube 

Modulation Transfer Function 

On-Board Computer 

Point Spread Function 

Quantum Efficiency 

Root Mean Square 

Scan Control Logic 

Secondary Electron Conduction television camera tube (or, more 

specifically, its target) 

Signal-to-RMS noise ratio 

Short Wavelength 

Short Wavelength Prime camera 

Short Wavelength Redundant camera 

University College London 

Universal Time 

Ultraviolet 

Ultraviolet-to-Visible image Converter 

Video Image Communication and Retrieval image processing system 

Villafranca del Castillo, Spain (IUE European ground station) 
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